Play terminates when a position u is reached with all pile sizes 1, so no further move is possible. Then M u = 1. The player reaching this position wins; the opponent loses. Since multi plication by a factor at least 1 and division by a prime is involved in each move, the game is called multivision.
Note that we could have defined the game by additions and subtractions of tuples of nonnegative integers (exponents) rather than multiplications and 1 divisions of products of prime powers. We would then have had to define the moves on vectors, which is less natural than piles.
(p i ∈ S, p 100 = 541). We make a few random initial moves. Player I selects n 1 , divides p p 50 50 by p 50 (=229) and replaces n 1 by say, n ′ 1 = 49 i=1 p p i i p p 50 −1 50 100 i=51 p p i ! i . Now player II selects n 3 , replacing 100 i=1 p 3p i i by say, 59 i=1 p 3p i i p 3p 60 −1 60 100 i=61 p T (3p i ) i (p 60 = 281), where T (a) is the tower function, defined by T (a) = a a a · · · a a a .
Then player I selects n ′ 1 = 100 i=1 p s i i , replacing it by say, 36 i=1 p s i i p s 37 −1 37 100 i=38 p
, and so on, where T (a) is the a-th iterate of the tower function T .
This example shows that play can continue for quite a while before it terminates-if it does terminate! The questions we are interested in: 1. Does every play of every multivision game terminate, or are there plays that continue forever? 2. What's a winning strategy for the game if and when it exists? 3. What's the complexity of such a winning strategy? That is, how difficult is it to: (i) discover a winning strategy, (ii) compute a winning move, and (iii) consummate a winning strategy, i.e., actually reach the end of play by winning the game?
We begin by establishing a small framework.
Definitions and Notations.
• A follower (or option) of a game position u is any position that is reachable from u in a single move. • The set of all followers of position u is denoted by F (u).
• A game position u is an N -position if the Next player can force a win, i.e., the player moving from u. • A game position u is a P -position if the Previous player can force a win, i.e., the opponent of the player moving from u. • The set of all N -positions of a game is denoted by N and the set of all P -positions by P.
Evidently, the goal of each player is always to move from an N -position into a P -position.
The main purpose of this note is to prove Theorem 1. Every play of every multivision game Γ terminates. Play at any position u of Γ can be prolonged arbitrarily long precisely as long as M u has a prime factor = p j+k , where M u = j+k i=j p s i i . In other words, every play of Γ terminates, but it can be prolonged arbitrarily long precisely while M Γ is divisible by a prime less than p j+k . Theorem 2. Every multivision game has a winning strategy for precisely one of the two players. The P -positions are precisely the set of positions u for which M u is a square.
Note that the initial position of the game in Example 1 is a P -position.
Summarizing, the 2-player game multivision has the following properties: (i) precisely one of the two players can consummate a win in a finite number of moves, (ii) at each stage the winner can compute a next winning move in linear time, (iii) at each step, except the last few, play can be delayed indefinitely, and (iv) one can compute in linear time who of the two players can win and who loses, assuming the winner plays correctly (which can easily be done by (ii)).
So the conclusion is that the game does have a definite winner, that is, a player who can force a win in a finite number of moves. Moreover, the winner's winning moves can be computed linearly and we can determine the winner in linear time. Yet the game is intractable, since (iii) implies that the winner would have to live indefinitely to consummate a win. Thus the intractability part of the title is the truth, and the linear strategy is a lie, since only parts of the strategy are linear. A strategy is tractable only if all its parts are (see Section 3).
A 2-player game Γ is impartial if, for every position of Γ, both players have the same options. Otherwise Γ is partizan [1] . Thus Nim and multivision are impartial, and chess and Go are partizan. Impartial games are usually simpler than partizan games. Yet even the former may exhibit pathological behavior, such as demonstrated here.
Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1. With any position u of the game associate a (k + 1)tuple of nonnegative integers (t j , . . . , t j+k ), which are the exponents of M u = j+k i=j p t i i , t i ≥ 0; also say that M u or (t j , . . . , t j+k ) encodes the position u. Thus the set of all game positions corresponds to a subset K of all (k + 1)tuples of nonnegative integers.
Consider the lexicographic ordering ≺ of K:
if there exists h ∈ {j, . . . , j + k} such that r i = t i for all i < h, and r h < t h . Suppose that (t j , . . . , t j+k ) encodes position u. Any follower v of u is obtained by reducing by 1 the exponent of some p h in some n i , and possibly increasing the exponents of some of the primes > p h . Therefore v is encoded
Since the lexicographic ordering is a well-ordering of the set K, play terminates after a finite number of moves. Theorem 1 states, roughly, that play can be prolonged arbitrarily long except during the "end moves". Delaying the end of play is normally in the interest of the loser. Nevertheless, we show explicitly that either player can effect a delay.
Corollary. Play at any position u of a multivision game Γ can be prolonged indefinitely by either player, precisely while it is true that M u has a prime factor < p j+k , where M u = j+k i=j p s i i . Proof. We first show that the winner can prolong play indefinitely. Let M u = ap s i i p s j+k j+k , where p i < p j+k , s i > 0 and all the prime factors of a are less than p i . Suppose first that M u is square. By Theorem 2, player II can force a win. In the worst case player I keeps reducing s j+k . After it becomes 0, player I is the first to reduce s i or the exponent of a prime less than p i . Then player II responds by making the exponent of p j+k arbitrarily large, while at the same time restoring M to be square. If M u is not a square, then player I can win by moving u → v with M v a square, so we are back in the previous case. The same argument shows that the loser can delay play indefinitely.
Complexity of Multivision.
It is convenient to input the initial set of pile sizes n i in the form of their prime decompositions. During play it is convenient to maintain for each n i and for M a (k + 1)-vector V i and V M over Z 2 , where V M is the sum over Z 2 of the V i . If n i = j+k r=j p sr r , then V i is the vector (s j , . . . , s j+k ) over Z 2 . Thus for Example 1, the vectors have initially length 100, V 1 and V 3 consist of 1s except for the leftmost component, which is 0 in both, and V 2 and V M are the 0-vector. Whenever the loser makes a move, V M becomes nonzero. The winner then locates the leftmost column of V M , say h, which contains a 1. There exists some n i such that V i contains a 1 in column h, so the winner can restore V M to 0 by dividing n i by p h and multiplying it by p r raised to an odd (even) power for all r > h for which V M has a 1 (0) in column r.
In addition to the binary vectors V i , also their true values (over the ring of integers) have to be maintained for checking the validity of the move of the opponent and for recognizing the end of the game.
If f and g are functions from the nonnegative integers into the nonnegative reals, we write, as customary, f (n) = Θ(g(n)) if there exist constants c 2 ≥ c 1 > 0 such that c 1 g(n) ≤ f (n) ≤ c 2 g(n) for all large n. For complexity studies it's usually preferable to use the Θ-notation rather than the O-notation, since if, say, f (n) = O(log n), then also f (n) = O(n), so the O-notation doesn't necessarily differentiate between functions one of which is exponential in the other.
In the realm of discrete mathematics we say, roughly, that a problem is tractable if it can be solved in time (number of steps) that is a polynomial in the input length of the problem. Otherwise it is intractable. A game is tractable if: (i) the recognition of the P -positions, (ii) the computation of a winning move, and (iii) the consummation of the win are tractable. It is reasonable to define tractability of (i) and (ii) as for all other problems in discrete mathematics, namely computation in time polynomial in the input size. But it is unreasonable to do so for (iii): Nim is the prototype of a tractable game. Given a game of Nim with two piles, each of length n. The input length is then Θ(log n), since we can represent n in binary, say, which requires ⌈log 2 (n + 1)⌉ bits (binary digits). If player I keeps taking a single token from one of the piles, player II has to take one from the other pile in order to maintain a winning position, so the length of play is Θ(n), which is exponential in the input length. But a game with play length beyond a polynomial in an exponential is intractable. See [3, Section 7] for more information about the tractability of games.
The winning strategy for multivision described in the proof of Theorem 2 is linear, i.e., tractable with polynomial of degree 1, and is similar to the winning strategy of Nim. Theorem 2 and its proof show that, in fact, (i) and (ii) of question (3) can be done in linear time. Yet the game is intractable, because the loser can normally prevent the winner's consummation of the well-deserved win indefinitely. Example 1 perhaps begins to suggest that play can last beyond anything suggested by the Ackermann function, which is the prototype of an extremely fast-growing function; see, e.g., [5, Section 5], [10, Section 2] .
Summarizing this section, we may say that multivision is a simple example of an intractable game-which has a linear winning strategy if we disregard the length of play. There are games for which (i) of question (3) is provably hard (exponential), and others for which (i) and (iii) are easy but (ii) is either undecidable or its complexity is unknown. Multivision is a simpler game than the long Epidemiography games [5], [6] , [7] , which are related to the Hercules-Hydra game (reviewed in [11] ), yet it can last much longer.
We end by describing a generalization K-multivision of multivision. Let K be a fixed integer ≥ 2. We begin to play K-multivision with m piles of sizes n 1 , . . . , n m as in multivision. A move consists of selecting a prime p h and an integer s < K and dividing some piles n i 1 , . . . , n ir by p s 1 h , . . . , p sr h with r i=1 s i = s (where r ≤ s; and n i 1 is divisible by p s 1 h , . . . , n ir by p sr h ; s i positive integers). We also multiply n i by k i=h+1 p t i i (≥ 1), where the t i are arbitrary nonnegative integers, for i ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i r }.
The special case K = 2 of K-multivision is, of course, multivision. Theorem 3. Every play of every K-multivision game Γ terminates. Play at any position u of Γ can be prolonged arbitrarily long, even by the winner, precisely as long as M u has a factor < p j+k , where M u = j+k i=j p s i i . Every K-multivision game has a winning strategy for precisely one of the two players. The P -positions are precisely the set of positions u for which M u is a K-th power.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1; it follows from the following two easily verifiable observations:
(i) Any position u encoded by M u = p s i i such that M u is not a K-th power, has a follower v encoded by a K-th power.
(ii) Every follower v of a position u, encoded by M u = p s i i , such that M u is a K-th power, is encoded by an integer M v such that M v is not a K-th power.
Finally we remark that other pathological games are discussed, e.g., in [8] , [9] , and [13] .
Confession. While reading the section on factoring a number x via the difference of squares method, x = y 2 − z 2 , in the inspiring survey article [12] of Carl Pomerance, multivision formed before my eyes in a flash. The sad part is that I then promised myself to finish reading [12] , which is still in the bottomless queue of things I promised myself to do. Instead I wrote this paper that same day and sent it, on an impulse, to some friends, which I immediately regretted. But some of my recipients, among them Thomas Ferguson, Daniel Ullman, and Herbert Wilf, sent me nice feedback, and Herb encouraged me to send it to the Monthly. So if you don't like this paper, blame me. If you do like it, thank Tom, Dan, and Herb.
